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Abstract11

A 2D numerical investigation is presented of shock wave propagation into a gas whose density is modulated in the
transverse direction across the width of a shock tube. These density modulations represent temperature distributions in which
low density corresponds to high temperature gas and high density corresponds to low temperature gas. This work is motivated
by recent shock-plasma experiments, and mechanisms to explain the experimentally observed shock “splitting” signatures are
investigated. It is found that the shock splitting signatures are more pronounced when the shock wave is more strongly curved
or bowed. This occurs as the depth of the initial density profile is increased. The gross features of the shock splitting signatures
are relatively insensitive to variations in the shape of the initial density profile (into which the shock propagates). Several
interesting features of vorticity production and evolution are also indicated. © 2002 Published by Elsevier Science B.V.
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1. Introduction24

Experimental and theoretical work on using plas-25

mas to reduce drag on airplanes has experienced a26

resurgence after Klimov et al. [1,2] reported on their27

plasma wind tunnel experiments performed in Rus-28

sia. According to Klimov et al., a significant drag re-29

duction was observed on a cone-shaped model in su-30

personic flow when plasma was added ahead of the31

shock. In supersonic flows the major contribution to32

∗ Corresponding author.
E-mail address:kevin@physics.arizona.edu (K. Kremeyer).

the drag comes from the bow shock (wave drag). Thus,33

the attention of Klimov et al. was given to measuring34

the shock wave modifications after the plasma injec-35

tion. The shock was observed to decay and the usually36

sharp jump in density at the shock front “split” into37

two or more smaller jumps. Significant experimental38

progress has been made over the past 2 years in the39

USA, UK and Russia [3]. However, an outstanding is-40

sue still is whether the observed shock “splitting” and41

attenuation are due to plasma electromagnetic effects,42

or to the gas heating which accompanies the introduc-43

tion of nonequilibrium plasmas, or a combination of44

both. It is the purpose of this paper to show that much45

1 0167-2789/02/$ – see front matter © 2002 Published by Elsevier Science B.V.
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of the observed behavior in the experimental data can46

be explained by gas dynamics as long as one takes47

account of the fact that the dynamics is not simply48

one-dimensional (1D).49

To understand better the main physical processes50

leading to bow shock modification and dissipation, the51

experimental and theoretical foci have been on simple52

plasma-shock systems rather than on realistic vehicle53

shapes where the essential physics can be obscured by54

more complicated flows. Shock tube experiments, in55

which a shock propagates though a discharge plasma,56

are an example of such a basic system. The shock tube57

geometry is simpler than the supersonic flows around58

cones and wedges, and the relevant gas dynamics and59

plasma physics is easier to study. Motivated by Klimov60

et al., Ganguly et al. [4] observed shock splitting and61

damping in a shock tube containing an argon plasma.62

Although the shock tube geometry is relatively sim-63

ple, there are a number of difficult diagnostic issues in64

these experiments, including the determination of the65

temperature distribution of the gas within the tube. As66

our numerical study shows, the shock behaves differ-67

ently as it propagates into different temperature distri-68

butions, and an accurate knowledge of certain aspects69

of the true distribution is vital to any effort to model70

these dynamics carefully. One of the main experimen-71

tal diagnostic tools used to characterize the flow within72

the tube made use of a laser beam to measure den-73

sity gradients along the tube axis. The laser beam was74

pointed across the tube, transverse to the tube axis.75

The laser beam will bend towards the highest density76

neighboring path because this path will also have the77

highest refraction index. The beam deflection there-78

fore serves as an approximate measurement of the first79

derivative (taken along the tube axis) of the gas den-80

sity integrated across the tube cross-section. The laser81

diagnostic technique took advantage of this effect and82

the deflection of the laser beam was measured as the83

shock passed across it [4]. A notable result of increas-84

ing the current density in the shock tube experiment85

was that the characteristically sharp density increase86

across a shock (with the corresponding single sharp87

spike in laser beam deflection) became more gradual.88

This was indicated by a “broad” spike in laser deflec-89

tion which was generally modulated by two or more90

“sub-jumps” within the broadened structure. The puz-91

zle at hand has been to explain the nature of this shock92

broadening or splitting. 93

Very soon after the first experiments, it was realized94

that the electron gas energy is many orders of magni-95

tude less than the energy of the neutral component and96

therefore cannot be important in the shock dynamics.97

On the other hand, it was demonstrated that the ex-98

perimentally observed results could not be explained99

with a 1D model, given only the heating associated100

with the discharge [4]. This led many researchers to101

search for a “plasma magic”, and this search contin-102

ues up to the present day. Hilbun et al. showed, how-103

ever, that the disagreement with the gas dynamics is104

removed when the multi-dimensionality of the prob-105

lem is taken into account [3] (section GG, Vol. 2). To106

model the transverse temperature distribution, Hilbun107

et al. numerically modeled the two-dimensional (2D)108

gas flow in this geometry. They showed that much109

of the experimental shock behavior can be replicated110

without including ionization by assuming an equi-111

librated temperature distribution (given by iterating112

Laplace’s equation with fixed boundary conditions113

and source terms). With this temperature distribution,114

strong shock broadening/splitting was not apparent,115

although weak transverse flow within the shock tube116

demonstrated the two-dimensionality of the dynamics.117

Hilbun et al.’s numerical experiments clearly indi-118

cate that two-dimensionality of the flow is important,119

and that this two-dimensionality is key in the lack120

of agreement between the experimentally measured121

shock speed and the predictions of 1D models. How-122

ever, the calculation of the initial temperature distribu-123

tion greatly simplifies the heating mechanism and does124

not account for the cooling gas flow that was present125

in the tube. In addition, the reported numerical results126

did not demonstrate the observed shock splitting. 127

The work reported in this paper is not intended128

to model the experiments exactly (e.g. by improving129

the temperature distribution model associated with130

the argon discharge). Instead, the goal is to exam-131

ine the cases corresponding to a large set of initial132

temperature profiles which differ from each other in133

amplitude, characteristic width and shape. The results134

demonstrate the robustness of the shock splitting and135
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other observed phenomena, by virtue of their low136

sensitivity to the detailed shape of the initial density137

profile [5]. We also discuss the baroclinic vortic-138

ity generation; the instability of lagging interfaces139

evolving into mushroom-like structures (similar to140

the Richtmyer–Meshkov instability), and the forma-141

tion of quasi-1D jet-like velocity and density profiles142

immediately behind the shock [6]. It will be shown143

that vorticity plays the key role in the observed shock144

modifications. Because the minimal number of di-145

mensions where these effects can be captured is 2,146

we examine the 2D case. Our aim is not to repro-147

duce the experimental results exactly, but rather to148

understand and to explain qualitatively the general149

features observed. The results presented here indicate150

that the experimentally observed shock splitting sig-151

natures can be fully attributed to the shock curving or152

bowing as it passes through the different transverse153

density (temperature) profiles. This assertion is fur-154

ther validated by recent experimental/computational155

comparisons [7].156

2. Physical model157

The goal of this study is to concentrate on the shock158

modifications due to the combined effects of the tem-159

perature gradients and 2D flow using the simplest pos-160

sible model. To achieve this, the 2D compressible Eu-161

ler equations were evolved on a rectangular domain162

representing the shock tube. These equations neglect163

both viscosity and heat conduction, resulting in sim-164

pler computational and analytical modeling.165

The Euler equations used in this study are166

−∂ρ

∂t
= ∂(ρu)

∂x
+ ∂(ρv)

∂y
, (1)

167

−∂(ρu)

∂t
= ∂(P + ρu2)

∂x
+ ∂(ρuv)

∂y
, (2)

168

−∂(ρv)

∂t
= ∂(ρuv)

∂x
+ ∂(P + ρv2)

∂y
, (3)

169

−∂E

∂t
= ∂(u(E + P))

∂x
+ ∂(v(E + P))

∂y
, (4)

170

where P is the pressure,ρ the density, u the 171

x-component of the fluid velocity,v they-component 172

of the fluid velocity andE the energy per unit volume.173

An equation of state completes the description, which174

for this study, is the ideal gas law (withγ = 1.4 for 175

a diatomic gas) 176

P = (γ − 1)[E − 1
2ρ(u2 + v2)]. (5) 177

2.1. 1D dynamics 178

First, it will be helpful to briefly summarize the be-179

havior of 1D shocks. The simplest initial condition is180

for two constant states of infinite extent in either direc-181

tion to be separated by a finite pressure discontinuity:182

a classical Riemann problem. The solution (Fig. 1) is183

a shock wave propagating into the low pressure state184

at constant velocity, and a rarefaction wave broad-185

ening and propagating/eroding into the high pressure186

state. Between these two waves, which are moving187

apart, the solution calls for two new constant states188

differing only in their densities [8,9]. The discontinu-189

ity separating these two intermediate states is called190

a contact surface; it is characterized by no pressure191

discontinuity; and moves with the fluid speed (which192

is also continuous across it). Often, the main states of193

interest are the states immediately ahead of and be-194

hind the shock wave. The Rankine–Hugoniot condi-195

tions relate the fluid parameters in front of the shock196

to those behind the shock in terms of the Mach num-197

ber. To mimic this simple theoretical situation, exper-198

iments are often performed in a shock tube by sepa-199

rating the tube (with a thin membrane) into two parts200

with different pressures. Breaking the membrane then201

allows the gas from the higher pressure section to flow202

into the lower pressure section, and the formation and203

propagation of a shock wave can be observed. Disre-204

garding the initial region of the breaking membrane205

and the effects of the tube walls, the experiment is206

very nearly 1D and the results agree well with the 1D207

theory. 208

The 1D case described above is simple because all209

the parameters are clearly defined. Ahead of the shock,210

there is a single clearly defined pressure (P), density 211

(ρ), ratio of compressibilities (γ ), and speed of sound212

(c). As a result, the Mach number (M) of the constant 213
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Fig. 1. The 1D Riemann problem.

velocity (v) shock is also well defined asv/c. For the214

system presented in this paper, when a shock propa-215

gates into an inhomogeneous medium with a noncon-216

stant density/temperature distribution, there is ambi-217

guity as to which parameters to assign to the states218

used in a 1D analysis. For a shock moving with a con-219

stant velocity through a nonconstant transverse den-220

sity profile, an obvious ambiguity occurs in how to221

assign an appropriate Mach number. The shock speed222

(v) is constant, while the sound speed (c) ahead of the223

shock varies with the density. To simplify the analy-224

sis of such experimental shock measurements, average225

parameters are often taken to characterize the states226

ahead of a shock, and the 1D theory and “averaged”227

Rankine–Hugoniot conditions are applied. The work228

presented here demonstrates that this practice can lead229

to erroneous results.230

2.2. 2D effects231

The main problem with simply averaging over the232

fluid parameters of the system and then applying the233

1D fluid equations is that the effect of transverse gra-234

dients in the fluid velocity are ignored. Such effects235

arise when a shock passes over an inhomogeneity.236

For example, if a shock passes over a pocket of hot237

(low density) gas, the gas in this low density pocket238

will be pushed forward at a velocity greater than that239

of the heavier neighboring gas. Conversely, gas in240

a cold (high density) pocket will move forward less241

quickly than the warmer neighboring gas. A shock242

encountering such inhomogeneities, therefore, results243

in localized gradients in the fluid velocity, where244

pockets of gas are preferentially flowing faster (for245

light/hot pockets) or slower (for heavy/cold pock-246

ets) than the average gas velocity behind the shock.247

These are localized examples of jet-like flow. It is248

precisely the effect of such jet-like flow which is249

not accounted for when using the averaged 1D fluid250

equations. Such situations arise in many laboratory251

experiments and, in particular, when shocks propa-252

gate through a weakly ionized plasma in shock tubes.253

In these experiments, ionization is accompanied by254

a commensurate heating of the gas [1,2,4]. Since the255

shock tube walls remain cooler than the heated gas,256

gradients arise in the temperature (and therefore, den-257

sity) along the tube cross-section. The shock is then258

observed as it propagates down the tube (perpendic-259

ular to these density gradients). These experiments260

have provided an excellent set of illustrative exam-261

ples for which the 1D equations are unable to predict262

shock speeds or explain the observed propagation,263

while 2D simulations match the observations well264

[6,10]. 265
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In studying the propagation through the nonuniform266

temperature profiles, our attention has been concen-267

trated on the generation of vorticity (�ω = �∇ × �v) and268

the subsequent 2D vortex dynamics which is crucial269

for understanding the observed flow. Vorticity is gen-270

erated at the shock via the mechanism described by the271

baroclinic source term which has the following form272

[11]:273

(
∂ �ω
∂t

)
B

=
�∇ρ × �∇P

ρ2
. (6)

274

The baroclinic vorticity generation term describes the275

jet-like flow which occurs when a shock passes across276

density variations. This term is expected to be rather277

small in regions with smoothly varying flow parame-278

ters, and large only at discontinuities [6]. In particular,279

it will be important at the shock front (via the pres-280

sure discontinuity) and the trailing surface (mostly via281

a density jump).282

3. Numerical model283

This paper investigates a shock propagating into a284

gas of nonuniform density in an elongated 2D rect-285

angle which is the simplest model for a cylindrical286

shock tube. As we mentioned in Section 1, 2 is the287

minimal number of dimensions which can capture the288

important effects of vorticity generation and jet for-289

mation. We consider the 2D model because it is easier290

to compute numerically and because the vortex dy-291

namics is easier to visualize and describe theoretically.292

The simulation is performed using a 2D conservative293

Euler code to solve Eqs. (1)–(5). This algorithm is de-294

scribed in [12]. The time-step method is third-order295

Runge–Kutta, and a fifth-order weighted essentially296

nonoscillatory (wENO) scheme is used to obtain the297

fluxes between grid points. The consistence and con-298

vergence of this scheme have been thoroughly inves-299

tigated by Jiang et al. [12,13].300

There are three ghost points outside each of the301

boundaries of the computational domain. The bound-302

ary conditions at the top and bottom boundaries303

are “reflecting, slip”, and represent the walls of the304

shock tube. The left and right boundaries are main-305

tained at two distinct time-independent states. These306

time-independent states initially extend into the shock307

tube and are joined by a discontinuity near the left308

end of the computational domain. The initial state309

on the left side of the tube is the high-pressure state310

and is the same for all of the results reported in311

this paper. It has a constant pressure of 1.0 and a312

constant density of 1.0 (in dimensionless units), and313

the x- and y-components of the velocity are both 0.314

When the flow begins, the rarefaction wave propa-315

gates away from the domain to the left, and the shock316

wave propagates to the right, followed by the density317

discontinuity (see Fig. 1 for the 1D analogs). 318

The right-hand side initial state always has a pres-319

sure of 0.1, 0 velocity, and one of the transverse320

density profiles discussed below. The selected gas321

states, into which the shock propagates, are not meant322

to be an exact model of any specific experiment,323

but to demonstrate the effect of different transverse324

density gradients and distributions on the shock325

dynamics. 326

This was done by propagating shocks through a va-327

riety of simple density profiles shown in Fig. 2A–C,328

which are supposed to span the spectrum of possi-329

ble transverse density distributions. For the top-hat330

distributions (Fig. 2A and B), the maximum gradi-331

ent occurs when the distinct densities at the tube332

wall and tube axis meet discontinuously. The top-hat333

distribution was not truly discontinuous, but was334

smoothed by using the tanh function. This ensured335

that the chosen configuration was preserved and re-336

solved upon changing grid resolution. A sharp den-337

sity change of the top-hat profiles is relevant given338

the presence of a substantial cold boundary layer at339

the walls of the shock tube. Such a boundary layer340

is more prevalent in the experimental geometry of341

Ganguly et al. [4] as the flow rate of cooling gas is342

increased. 343

A V-shaped density distribution (in Fig. 2C) was344

also used, since it allows a simple analytical calcula-345

tion of the baroclinic vorticity generation at the shock346

due to the (piece-wise) constant density gradient as-347

sociated with the V-shape. In addition, the V-shaped348

distribution represents the shallowest density gradient349

necessary to connect the high density at the tube walls350
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Fig. 2. Three different sets of initial density profiles used in simu-
lations: (A) top-hat profiles with fixed area; (B) top-hat profiles of
fixed depth; (C) constant area profiles with shapes ranging from
top-hat to the V-shape.

with the low density on the tube axis. We also used a351

range of transitional shapes, between the top-hat and352

the V-shapes, which are shown in Fig. 2C.353

Finally, we used Gaussian density distributions as354

a reasonable and smooth representation of a low tem-355

perature at the tube walls with a higher temperature356

on the tube axis. Together with the shapes shown in357

Fig. 2A–C, such a choice of the initial density profiles358

is aimed at spanning all possible situations that may359

appear in experimental conditions in order to establish360

the physical effects that are common and relatively in-361

sensitive to the initial shape.362

Although the convergence of the numerical scheme363

has been thoroughly demonstrated by Jiang et al.364

[12,13], it was further substantiated in this study on365

the deepest top-hat distribution described in Fig. 2A366

to allay any concerns over the sharp gradients. Fig. 3367

shows a specific density cross-section simulated on368

the 2D domain using different grid spacings (80,369

160, 320 and 640 grid points across the tube). The370

cross-section exhibiting the most detailed and dis-371

continuous distribution was selected. One can see in372

Fig. 3 that even for this extreme density gradients the373

numerical method is convergent. 374

4. Results 375

4.1. Shock profiles 376

The goal of this investigation is to show, by using a377

variety of initial density profiles, the robust quality of378

the features observed in the ensuing dynamics. Vor-379

ticity generation at the shock and how it redistributes380

behind the shock is the key element and, in addition381

to the explanation of shock splitting, is the main new382

understanding arising from the present work. 383

There were two basic profiles considered, the384

V-shape and the top-hat. As mentioned already, the385

V-shape represents the shallowest density gradient386

needed to connect the high density wall region to the387

interior. Moreover, it is amenable to analytical calcu-388

lations. The top-hat profile was used to address the389

suggestion that a cold gas layer at the wall may result390

in a bowing of the shock strong enough to explain the391

experimentally observed splitting [14]. To simulate392

the most extreme example of this, a high density (low393

temperature) gas at the tube walls was joined discon-394

tinuously with a low density (high temperature) gas395

at the tube center. This was done purposely to ex-396

aggerate the effects of density differences/gradients.397

Some different top-hat density profiles are shown in398

Fig. 2A. The series of simulations of shocks prop-399

agating through these four profiles will be used to400

illustrate how the different 2D shock shapes and den-401

sity distributions translate into “split” signatures in402

the laser diagnostic technique used by Ganguly et al.403
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Fig. 3. A density cross-section from behind a shock (propagating into the deepest top-hat profile shown in Fig. 2A) is taken from 2D
simulations at four resolutions: 80, 160, 320 and 640 grid points across the tube, respectively.

Physically, the top-hat profiles correspond to hot gas404

in the center of the tube, discontinuously meeting cold405

gas at the walls of the tube. The different high and406

low density values have been selected to maintain the407

average density across the tube equal to 0.375. This is408

the same as the average density for a V-shaped profile409

connecting a density of 0.5 at the walls to a central410

density of 0.25 (which was investigated in [6]).411

Fig. 4 shows the 2D contour plots of density after412

a shock has propagated into the different initial den-413

sity distributions of Fig. 2A for times after which the414

main qualitative features have developed. Immediately415

behind the shock, the density is lowest on the cen-416

ter line and it grows toward the walls. As in 1D, the417

density increase caused by the shock is followed by418

a density decrease behind the lagging surface (com-419

pare with Fig. 1). One can see that the shock wave420

becomes more curved or “bowed” when propagating421

into the deeper/narrower profiles. One can also see422

in Fig. 4a–c that a region in the middle of the tube423

can be shockless if the incoming gas at this location424

is hot enough (e.g. for deep profiles). However, the425

shock is always present at the sides where it contacts426

the wall either at a right angle (sometimes branching427

into a Mach stem) or with a reflected shock (for large428

enough bowing angles). 429

The shock bowing (shown, e.g. in Fig. 4d) occurs430

because of the jet that forms behind the shock as ex-431

plained in the beginning of Section 2.2. We found that432

such a jet is very stable and it often extends for long433

distances behind the shock without significant varia-434

tions in longitudinal direction. A manifestation of such435

quasi-1D structures can be seen, e.g. on the density436

profiles in Fig. 4c and d. 437
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Fig. 4. Density contour plots from four simulations corresponding to four top-hat profiles shown in Fig. 2A. Immediately behind the shock,
the density is lowest on the center line and it grows toward the walls. As in 1D, the density increase caused by the shock is followed by
a density decrease behind the lagging surface (compare with Fig. 1).

A particular example of the vorticity, velocity, den-438

sity and pressure profiles associated with the 1D jet439

structure is shown in Fig. 5. Here the results shown440

correspond to the run with the V-shape initial profile441

(shown in Fig. 2C). We have chosen the V-shape be-442

cause it allows an analytical calculation of the vortic-443

ity generated at the shock. However, jets that appear444

for the top-hat shapes are qualitatively similar to the445

one corresponding to the V-shape. The 1D jets and446

their relation to the vorticity generation will also be447

discussed in Section 4.2.448

Fig. 6 shows four plots, corresponding to the four449

different simulations in Fig. 4. However, in this case450

they have been run to precisely the same moment in451

time. The top curve of each plot represents the density,452

integrated/averaged across the tube cross-section, and453

is roughly proportional to the effective index of re-454

fraction seen by a diagnostic laser. The bottom curve455

is the first derivative (along the length of the tube) of456

the averaged density (shown in the top curve), and is457

roughly proportional to the laser deflection measure-458

ment reported by Ganguly et al. [4]. The shock split-459

ting effect is most clearly seen in Fig. 6c. The initial460

jump in density occurs when the laser beam first en-461

counters the shock. At this point, the shock is perpen-462

dicular to the tube axis (tangent to the laser beam), and463

the resulting rise in density next to the beam is very464

sudden. This results in a strong deflection of the beam465

into the higher density gas. As the curved portion of466

the shock continues to cross the laser’s path, the rise467

in average density is more gradual (due to the oblique468

nature of the shock) and a smaller laser deflection is469

registered. The largest and most sudden jump occurs470

when the portion of the shock wave next to the walls471
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Fig. 5. Cross-sections of vorticity, density, thex-velocity and pressure corresponding the quasi-1D jet state behind the shock propagating
into the V-shaped profile with density equal to 0.25 in the center and 0.5 at the walls. The cross-section is taken at the distance from the
shock approximately equal to 10 tube diameters.

crosses the path of the laser beam (see Fig. 4c). At472

this point, the density gradient is again aligned with473

the tube axis, and this “normal” portion of the shock474

causes another sudden jump in the laser deflection.475

Naturally, the distance between the first jump (caused476

by the central shock segment) and the second one (due477

to the near-wall parts of the shock) is greatest for the478

most bowed shock. In the case of shock reflection479

at the wall, a double modulation of this strong den-480

sity jump can result. Such a double modulation was481

observed in both the experimental and computational482

data.483

Ganguly et al. reported the laser deflection data as484

a function of time only until a decrease in density was485

indicated, namely the data was truncated as soon as486

the laser beam deflection crossed through 0. Fig. 7487

shows the data in this more familiar (truncated and in-488

verted) form, where the data is plotted on an inverted489

x-axis. The heated core temperature is lowest (high-490

est density) for the bottom plot, and highest (lowest491

temperature) for the top plot. These runs have also492

been plotted at precisely the same times in order to493

allow comparison of the shock speeds. This can be494

done because shock acceleration is typically negligi-495

ble beyond the transient onset of initial flow. Since496

each shock has an effectively constant velocity, the in-497

verted plotting in space is equivalent to plotting the498

data as a function of the (scaled) time required for a499

fluid feature to pass a fixed diagnostic point. This is500

the quantity against which the experimental data was501

reported. With the same average density ahead of the502

shock for each of the different profiles, the shock speed503

and strength predicted by the 1D approximation is the504

same for all four distributions. This translates to the505

same expected time of arrival (or same distance trav-506

eled) for each of the four shocks. Fig. 7 shows that507

the shock through the deep/narrow profile travels the508

most quickly to arrive at the laser beam first, and the509

last shock wave to reach the laser beam (the slowest510

shock wave) is the one propagating through the shal-511

lowest/broadest profile. This demonstrates the need512

for more than a 1D model to understand this problem.513

The shock splitting increases as the central gas tem-514

perature is raised. For the highest central temperature,515
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Fig. 7. Truncated and inverted versions (see the text) of the inte-
grated density derivative shown in Fig. 6 mimicking the form in
which experimental results were reported: (a) the top data set is
from propagation into the narrowest of the profiles in Fig. 2A, the
bottom is from propagation into the widest; (b) the top data set
(which is a sharp peak extending beyond the top of the figure) is
from propagation into the widest profile in Fig. 2B, the bottom is
from propagation into the narrowest; (c) the top data set is from
propagation into the top-hat profile of Fig. 2C, the bottom is from
propagation into the V-shaped profile.

the shock seems to be nearly completely dissipated,516

which could (counter-intuitively) suggest a reduction517

of “total drag” in the confined shock tube geometry.518

This pitfall in interpretation emphasizes that, before519

drawing any conclusions from Fig. 7, Fig. 6 should520

be consulted, since it indicates the large mass of gas521

lagging far behind the significantly weakened leading522

shock, a feature which will also contribute to the dis-523

sipation budget. This information is lost if the data is524

truncated prematurely.525

In the experiments, the gas temperature distribution526

is not well known. The top-hat profiles correspond to527

a situation in which a uniform electric current density528

flows through a central region of the gas, with a cool-529

ing gas flow along the tube to whisk the heat away. For530

a given total current, as the central current-carrying531

region becomes smaller, a correspondingly smaller532

amount of gas within that region carries a higher cur-533

rent density and therefore becomes hotter. The only534

evidence for such a narrow discontinuous temperature535

distribution in the experimental system is the filamen-536

tation which occurs at very high electric currents. In537

this case, the current is carried mainly through a very538

narrow region of strongest ionization similar to the539

narrowest of the top-hat profiles. Whereas no specific540

experiments were performed to capture precisely such541

conditions, it is interesting to see the effect of such542

strong heating on the shock wave. Deeper, thinner pro-543

files correspond to increasingly hotter gas over a nar-544

rower region in the center of the tube. Given the coarse545

approximation that the gas at the walls is maintained546

at 300 K, the core temperatures can be estimated from547

the profiles of Fig. 2A. In this case, the central temper-548

atures correspond to approximately 370, 600, 940 and549

2470 K. The narrowest profile therefore resembles a550

hot, narrow filament/arc through the gas. Such an arc551

is what results in the experimental system as the elec-552

tric current through the plasma is increased. However,553

no shocks were propagated (or observed) under such554

conditions. 555

Having looked at the above example to understand556

how the computational results relate to the experi-557

ments, it is important to consider the dependence of558

the shock dynamics on the exact density profile. One559

method of bridging the gap between the sharp gra-560

dient of the top-hat case and the shallow gradient of561

the V-shapes is to consider the sequence of profiles in562

Fig. 2C in which one gradually moves from the top-hat563

to the V-shape. In this case, the average density is once564

again kept at 0.375. The simulated “laser diagnostic”565

results are shown in Fig. 7c. Propagation through the566

V-shaped profile is shown on the bottom plot, and567

the initial (fore-shock) transverse density gradient in-568

creases with each successively higher plot, such that569

the top plot shows the results of propagation through570

the top-hat profile. This helps to identify the role of571

the steepness of the transverse density gradient on the572

behavior of the shock. The results show that a steeper573

gradient leads to a more pronounced splitting, with574

little effect on the shock speed. 575

To investigate the role of the profile width, given576

the strong splitting from the top-hat distribution, the577

profiles in Fig. 2B were studied. The splitting signa-578

tures are shown in Fig. 7b, where the successively579

higher plots show the results of propagation through580

the successively wider initial density profiles. As the581
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central heated portion increased in width, the net av-582

erage density ahead of the shock decreased. Alterna-583

tively, one can consider this to increase the net av-584

erage temperature ahead of the shock. It follows that585

the average speed of sound ahead of the shock is also586

greater, which leads one to predict the increase in the587

shock speed shown in the results. The data also shows588

that the integrated density gradient at the leading edge589

of the shock can match that at the normal intersection590

of the shock with the tube wall when the respective591

“widths” of these regions are properly adjusted. This592

can be seen for the case in which the shock is “split”593

into two nearly equal jumps.594

A Gaussian profile was also introduced, as a more595

moderate and physical profile than the two extreme596

transverse gradients of the V-shape and top-hat distri-597

butions. Comparisons of the shock splitting diagnos-598

tics (similar to Fig. 7) for the V-shape, Gaussian and599

the top-hat profiles are shown in Fig. 8. To see the600

effect of profile depth (heating), the central density601

was taken at values of 0.2, 0.15, 0.1 and 0.05, while602

maintaining the wall density at 0.5 for all of the above603

mentioned types of profiles. In these simulations, the604

fore-shock central density is smaller in the succes-605

sively higher plots. It is interesting that the speed of606

the shock intersection with the wall (the large jump)607

stays relatively constant despite the increase in over-608

Fig. 8. Shock splitting diagnostic similar to Fig. 7 for three different types of initial density profiles (V-shaped, Gaussian and top-hat)
with the value at the wall fixed at 0.5 and the value at the center taken to be 0.05, 0.1, 0.15, 0.20 and 0.25 (top to bottom curves).

all temperature. The main difference upon decreas-609

ing the central density is how far the leading edge of610

the shock leads the portion of the shock which inter-611

sects the wall. When comparing the results between612

the V-shape, Gaussian and top-hat profiles, the most613

significant differences become apparent when propa-614

gating into the very low initial central densities (very615

high central temperatures). 616

The less extreme profiles correspond to the regimes617

in which the experimental measurements have been618

made. In addition to the clear trend of sharper trans-619

verse density gradients resulting in sharper splitting,620

the gross features of the splitting signature also appear621

to be ubiquitous. This indicates a robustness of the622

features over the entire range of physically reasonable623

fore-shock density profiles. It further indicates that it624

may be possible to perform helpful and guiding simu-625

lations with only a few key pieces of information (e.g.626

the gas temperatures at the tube walls and on the tube627

axis). The results presented here can assist in identi-628

fying the key parameters which may be necessary to629

model effectively the shock dynamics. 630

4.2. Vorticity 631

The goal of this investigation was to determine the632

effect of the different fore-shock density profiles on ex-633
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perimentally measurable shock signatures and speeds.634

The vorticity was considered to be an important ele-635

ment in the dynamics and was therefore also studied.636

As a shock wave propagates into an inhomoge-637

neously heated gas, vorticity is generated baroclini-638

cally as calculated by (6). The strong pressure gradient639

of the shock wave and the density gradient ahead of640

the shock are effectively perpendicular to one another,641

which creates the jet-like flow described in Section642

2.2. In 3D, the axial symmetry of the fore-shock den-643

sity distribution in the shock tube ensures that the gen-644

erated vorticity behind the shock is ring-like. In 2D,645

this is represented as dipolar vorticity. This generated646

dipolar vorticity is moved backward toward the trail-647

ing density discontinuity. It is interesting that, for suf-648

ficiently shallow fore-shock density gradients, an ef-649

fectively constant (quasi-1D) fluid state is established650

Fig. 9. Vorticity field for a shock propagating into the V-shaped profile (with density equal to 0.25 in the center and 0.5 at the walls)
shown at eight different moments of time. Positive vorticity is generated on the shock’s upper half and the negative vorticity is generated
on its half. This vorticity propagates away from the shock forming a quasi-1D state (jet). The jet reflects off the trailing surface and
advects an oppositely signed vorticity (generated near the trailing surface) back toward the shock.

immediately behind the shock, through which the gen-651

erated vorticity “propagates backward”. Such a 1D jet652

flow is shown in Fig. 5b and corresponding profiles of653

vorticity, density and pressure are shown in Fig. 5a,654

c and d correspondingly. Note that pressure is nearly655

constant across the jet which agrees with its stationar-656

ity and one-dimensionality. Upon reaching the lagging657

discontinuity (the analog of the contact surface in the658

1D Riemann problem), the dipolar vorticity accumu-659

lates creating an unstable situation by interacting with660

a vortex sheet on the contact surface (described be-661

low). This heavy concentration of vorticity near and662

on the trailing density discontinuity can be seen in663

Fig. 9 which presents the vorticity fields at different664

times for the V-shaped initial profile. The subsequent665

evolution of vorticity is different for the top-hat and666

the V-shape as can be seen comparing Figs. 4d and667
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9. In the top-hat case, vorticity tends to roll into a668

mushroom-like structure (discussed below), whereas669

in the V-shape case, vorticity squeezes itself into a thin670

elongated jet-like structure along the tube centerline671

and directed oppositely to the main jet.672

Both the shock and the lagging discontinuity are673

acted on by forces due to the inhomogeneous den-674

sity and jet-like flow. The shock maintains a type of675

“elasticity”, due to the strong pressure drop across it.676

Indeed, the pressure forces acts to preserve its shape677

and to prevent its unbounded convective distortion. On678

the lagging discontinuity, the pressure jump is min-679

imal which results in a much smaller elasticity. In-680

deed, in the corresponding 1D Riemann problem this681

would be a contact surface with zero pressure jump682

across it. Therefore, the lagging surface is, in effect,683

advected with the fluid nearly passively. Further, the684

strong dipolar vorticity near and on the lagging surface685

makes its evolution very similar to the nonlinear devel-686

opment of the Richtmyer–Meshkov instability [15,16]687

with its characteristic mushroom shape which is most688

pronounced in Fig. 4d.689

The dynamics of the vorticity and density disconti-690

nuity are difficult to describe, since their interactions691

are strongly nonlinear. However, in both the V-shape692

and top-hat cases, the initial process at the “contact693

discontinuity” is straightforward. Just as occurs at the694

shock, the fact that�∇P and �∇ρ are not parallel, the695

trailing density discontinuity result in the generation696

of vorticity according to (6). Near the shock, there is a697

smooth, relatively weak�∇ρ from the V-shaped density698

profile, whereas the shock provides a very strong (sin-699

gular) �∇P . In contrast, at the trailing density discon-700

tinuity, the �∇ρ term is strong and singular, while�∇P701

is very weak (pointing upstream in thex-direction, as702

is the case at the shock). The amount of vorticity pro-703

duced at the back density discontinuity is also smaller704

than the amount of vorticity produced at the shock. As705

the mushroom shape of the back density discontinuity706

evolves and its head curls over, regions develop where707

the sign of∂ρ/∂y reverses, resulting in the generation708

of vorticity oriented oppositely of that generated at709

the shock. The velocity field corresponding to such an710

oppositely oriented vorticity is directed oppositely to711

the main jet and can be viewed as a jet recirculation.712

In other words, this oppositely oriented vorticity prop-713

agates in the opposite direction of that generated at714

the shock, when considered in the average restframe715

of the fluid behind the shock. It therefore propagates716

forward toward the shock wave, penetrating into the717

shock-generated vorticity which is propagating back-718

ward. These dynamics become much more apparent719

when the system is evolved for long times. Fig. 10720

shows a vorticity field in the V-shape case which is721

an enlarged version of one of the frames presented in722

Fig. 9. It can be seen how the oppositely directed vor-723

ticity generated at the contact surface penetrates the724

1D fluid state (including the vorticity field streaming725

back from the shock wave). The vorticity contours are726

shaded with the white being the most positive (out727

of the page), and the darkest colors being the most728

negative (into the page). By computing at different729

resolution levels we saw that the large-scale vorticity730

structure is a robust physical phenomenon, whereas731

the small-scale “wiggles” on it are more sensitive to732

the resolution level. However, these oscillations are733

likely to represent a true physical phenomenon, the734

Kelvin–Helmholtz instability which arises on the in-735

terface of two counter propagating jets. 736

4.3. Comparison to 1D theory 737

In this section, the V-shaped initial density profile738

was considered (see Fig. 2C). To compare the results739

of the 2D simulation with a simple 1D approximation,740

let us compare the following four cases: 741

a) A 1D shock propagating into a uniform density of742

0.5 (the maximum density of the V-shaped distri-743

bution); 744

b) A 1D shock propagating into a uniform density of745

0.375 (the average density of the V-shaped distri-746

bution). This represents the behavior predicted by747

the 1D theory; 748

c) A 1D shock propagating into a uniform density of749

0.25 (the minimum density of the V-shaped distri-750

bution); 751

d) The cross-sectional average of the 2D simulation752

results for the shock propagating into the V-shaped753

density distribution. 754
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Fig. 10. Details of one of the vorticity frames from Fig. 9 showing the quasi-1D jet and the recirculating flow squeezing into its middle.
Note fine oscillations on the recirculating jet which are due to the Kelvin–Helmholtz instability.

The results for shock propagation into the V-shaped755

density distribution (case c) differ significantly from756

the prediction of the 1D model (case b). In both the757

pressure and density distributions, the observed value758

just behind the shock is lower than that predicted by759

the 1D theory. The computed density is lower by ap-760

proximately 15–20%, and the computed pressure is761

lower by approximately 10–15%. Toward the trailing762

density discontinuity, both the pressure and density763

do, however, rise continuously to values near those764

predicted by the 1D model. Another surprising fea-765

ture is that the shock itself moves faster than ex-766

pected, while the trailing density discontinuity moves767

slower than expected. In fact, the shock propagating768

into the V-shaped density profile moves at approxi-769

mately the same speed as a shock propagating into a770

uniform gas of density 0.25 (case d); whereas the trail-771

ing density discontinuity in the V-shaped case moves772

at approximately the same speed as the contact sur-773

face of a shock propagating into a uniform density774

of 0.5 (case a). It is tempting to conclude that, al-775

though the speeds of interest can be roughly calcu-776

lated using the average fore-shock density, the shock777

speed is modified by the deviation of the minimum778

fore-shock density from the average value. Similarly,779

the speed of the trailing density discontinuity is modi-780

fied by the deviation of the maximum fore-shock den-781

sity from the average value. Our results further suggest782

that the speed of the “contact surface” is dictated pre-783

dominantly by the value of the maximum fore-shock784

density occurring at the shock-tube walls. Deriving785

a general rule for this will require a careful study786

and analysis. It is interesting to consider the possible787

role of momentum-carrying dipolar vorticity in this788

phenomenon by exploring a momentum-balance argu-789

ment, which includes the momentum carried by the790
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dipolar vorticity, to explain the increased shock speed791

and decreased contact surface speed. This would result792

in the shock wave gaining additional forward thrust by793

ejecting momentum-carrying dipolar (or “ring-like” in794

3D) vorticity in the backward direction. The impact795

of this momentum-carrying vorticity on the trailing796

density discontinuity would impede the forward mo-797

tion of this discontinuity, and hence reduce its speed.798

Momentum would therefore be transferred from the799

shock wave to the trailing contact surface, mediated800

by dipolar vorticity generated at the shock.801

5. Conclusion802

This paper discusses the propagation of a shock803

wave through a shock tube containing gas with one804

of several possible initial transverse density profiles.805

These transverse density profiles were made deeper806

and sharper to see the effect on shock bowing. It was807

found that the shock bowing can change dramatically808

with different initial transverse density profiles, and809

results were presented which strongly resemble the ex-810

perimental observations of shock splitting reported for811

propagation through weakly ionized gases. Stronger812

transverse density gradients in the initial density pro-813

files resulted in more pronounced shock splitting, and814

dramatic effects were observed at extremely high cen-815

tral gas temperatures. However, considering moderate816

heating, the basic shock splitting signatures, observed817

experimentally, were replicated very well by modeling818

the 2D fluid dynamics alone. Furthermore, these sig-819

natures are relatively insensitive to the exact shape of820

the initial transverse density distribution. A 1D state821

was observed behind the shock wave when propagat-822

ing into sufficiently shallow density gradients, and an823

interesting interaction between the contact surface and824

the vorticity generated by the shock was also noted.825

We emphasize again the key role played by vorticity826

when shocks interact with temperature gradients.827

As it was mentioned in the introduction to this paper828

and in the previous literature, the study of the shock829

tube experiments helps understanding the drag reduc-830

tion mechanisms in the wind tunnel experiments of831

the Klimov’s group [1,2]. However, the differences in832

geometry are far too great to be able to directly apply833

our results in this case and computations of more re-834

alistic 2D and 3D flows remain to be done. Further,835

many of these experiments were performed in dilute836

bi-molecular gases and to model these flows realisti-837

cally one has to include effects of the rotational and vi-838

brational degrees of freedom and, at higher Mach num-839

bers, the radiative thermoconductivity and ionization.840
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